















































































                                                                 The painting is in good condition, After the 2005 autumn auction, the ･
Govaert Flinck studied under Rembrandt in the first half of the 1630s. old varnish on the painting was removed and brushwork was added to
From the l630s through 40s, Flinck went on to create narrative paintings areas where the pigments had flaked away above the crucifix, the area
in the Rembrandt style. From the latter half of the 40s onwards, Flinck around the tear mark in the canvas seen vertically slightly left of the
gradually shifted to a classicist style, creating large numbers of portraits upper center of the composition, and the places where pigments had
of the aristocracy in a highly polished and refined style. When the thinned on the canvas, such as the sky in the upper right.
Amsterdam City Hall was completed in 1655, Flinck was commissioned (Akira Kofuku)
to create a series of paintings on narrative themes to decorate the new
space, A well-known NNrork by Rembrandt, 77ie Conspiration ot- Ctaudius Notes:
Civilis. was refused by the city of Amsterdam. This painting had been 1) A Cot;pus ofRembrandt f]laintings lZl, 1989, Dordrechtl Boston.London,A
created by Rembrandt for the new City Hall when he was commissioned I07, pp･89-100. This book heralds the idea that the work was createq
                                                                 from 1634-35. However. Hofstede de Groot. Begeman and Sumowskito finish Flinck's commlssion after Flinck's death. The story of that                                                                 and other influential scholars place the work in the 1640s.
episode ably conveys the fact that at mid century FlinCk WaS all the 2) The most recent article that mentions the NMWA FIinck places the
more famous than Rembrandt, London Rembrandt as 1633-:35, and it can be clearly stated that the
  This work dated by inscription to 1637 is from Flinck's earliest period, NMWA work was created under its influence. Further, the estate of Jan
when the artist wag intengonany i?ainting in as close.a sEyle Eo tt}at gf P,i,e,t?rgi.gtP,"".Y.",ik",g'bl.heFlft.,I:Rt,ef,d,alll]d9.lltgaS'C.,iO,n,a,d, Ofi'..i.IC)Uhd.eg,.a,t,t,hCl,i)l,9,ryh
Rembrandt as possible. This work is an example of Flincks pr}de in hiS might be identified with the NMWA work. The painting dealer Hendrick
ability to work in Rembrandt's style. As an early period Rembrandtesque Uylenburgh handled Flinck's works and he was closely involved with
ilalli]tLg,ll'ilh,:,Zrg2tM':,S,:b,l,e%tbl.hAZ.WZ'.k,C.d9.Pe,,Zil:g.XM.O,,2g,,Z",X.? ,Ez"ttV,m2"/r.t$a,,:,slalp:htae,:iS.//P.',va,5ee?T,i3u,.Y/7,9"F:O,･g,igtf&,sS-2,2,l.2?tf8nii8Wd:i2'mFerj'Fc2
lsaac Blessing .ldcob (1638) and Paris's Annunciation to the Shephetds
(1639). W'hile the new NMWA work is not of the same caliber as these
masterpieces of Flinck's early period, it still remains an eminently
noteworthy work from his earliest period. Further. this work is closely
connected to the i[]Ossion series created by Rembrandt from 1633-39
(Munich. Alte Pinakotek), and thus is extremely important in terms of
the art history of the day.
  The Rernbrandt Munich 1]tission series was probably commissioned
by Constantin Huygens, The production of the series took many years,
with the first two works, Raising ofthe Cross and Descent from the Cross,
painted around 1633, in other words, right when FIinck was working in
Rembrandt's studio. The other works from Rembrandt's series created at
a later date, namely Ascension, Entombment and Resurrection, would
have possibly been known to Flinck in some fashion.
  Rembrandt's influence is decisive in this work. The subdued palette
and boid use of light and shadow expression are all clearly traces of his
teacher's influence. The expression of Nicodemo wearing a turban in
the back center of the composition. and the cry'ing woman who
crouches close to Christ's head and places a handkerchief over his face
are figures that appear repeatedly in the works of Rembrandt and his
school. For example, these figures can be seen in exactly the same form
in a Rembrandt school work formerly attributed to Lambert Jacobsz that
is today thought to be a work from FIinck"s earliest period. Christ and the
Wbman ofSamaria (fig.1).
  Rembrandt did not include a Lamentation scene in his fossion series.
There is an oil sketch by Rembrandt on this subject (National Gallery,
London, fig.2), and its composition closely resembles the NMWA FIinck
work. Generally speaking, it would be normal to consider that
Rembrandt's London work was produced first, and then his student
Flinck, inspired by that work, would have created the NMWA painting.
In fact, many scholars propose a date of ca. 1634-35 for the London
Rembrandt work. However, there are also a considerable number of
scholars who push that date back to the l640s, and thus it is not
completely clear that Flinck used the Rembrandt London work as his
model.i) Indeed, further research is necessary on the relationship
between Rembrandt's Munich series, his London work and the NMWA
FIinck work. The fact that the NMWA work is almost exactly the same
size as the Munich series canvas makes it easy to posit that Flinck was
strongly influenced by that series,L' )
  As noted above, while this work is not comparable to the three
masterpieces in Munich, Amsterdam and Paris, the NMWA FIinck is a
suitable addition to the NMWA collection as one of the few works by
Flinck in the Rembrandt style. There is almost no chance of early period
Flinck works appearing on the market in the future, and the NMWA did
not have a narrative work by Rembrandt or his followers in its
collection. Thus it is extremely meaningful that there was this
opportunity to add such a work to the collection.
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